Digital Commons: A Community on the Move! by Stout, Dave & Robles, Jessica

You are on the move…
…as individuals 
………..
Recent webinar: Sustainable and High-Impact Special Collections in 
Digital Commons (http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/webinars/55/)
You are on the move…
…and as a group
..……
http://network.bepress.com/
http://lawreviewcommons.com/
Together, WE are on the move…
Some numbers:
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Jul-14 908 2,425 648 2,544
2013 787 1,935 537 2,030
2012 614 835 373 923
2011 484 168 233 486
Growth of Collections in Digital Commons, 2011-2014
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Total full-text objects 441,345 696,426 1,045,570 1,269,605
Total submissions 636,767 1,052,275 1,421,189 1,679,104
Growth of Objects in Digital Commons
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WE are on the move…
– Often, you have good ideas, we want to hear them!
• We strive to foster an environment and relationship of open 
sharing, and receptivity of ideas
– Often, we have good ideas, at the micro, and macro level
• we sincerely hope they add value to what you are doing:
"World Wide Impact with the Purdue e-Pubs Institutional 
Repository"
Digital Commons 7.9 
New Features
Jessica Robles
Consulting Services Team Manager
bepress
Overview
• Image viewer with Pan and Zoom Capabilities
• Featured Collections Showcase
• New Download Count Filtering
• Readership Map 2.0
• Additional Improvements
• Upcoming Developments
Image Viewer with Pan & Zoom
Featured Publications
• Similar to “Journals and 
Peer-Reviewed Series” link
• New Configuration options
• Highlight collections of your choice
• Add and remove content easily
New Download Count Filtering
Readership Activity Map 2.0
Additional Improvements
Revised Configurations Usage Report Delivery and Unicode
Upcoming Developments
SelectedWorks
– Improved integration 
with Digital Commons
– Expanded support for 
content and metadata
– Improved administrator 
control
– Brand new Profile design 
and layout
Readership Map
– Display on mobile 
devices
– Display on individual 
publications
– Display on external 
sites*
More information
• 7.9 Release Notes available in our Reference 
Material at
http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/reference/7
8/
• Contact Consulting Services by email at 
support@dc.bepress.com
or phone at 510-665-1200, option 2
